Answer Keys to Boreal Forest Crossword Puzzles

The Traditions

Across
3. Scent from the castor of a beaver **castorium**
5. Native earth; hydrated peroxide of iron, coloured and used to decorate artwork. **ochre**
8. Knee-high footwear fashioned out of tanned hide for soles **mukluks**
10. A conical housing structure used by Aboriginal Peoples **tipi**
12. The deciduous horn of a member of the deer family **antler**
13. Ankle-high footwear fashioned out of tanned hide for soles **moccasins**
14. A compress applied to a flesh wound **poultice**
15. A boat construction style. **lapstick**
16. A heavy, flat, round bread made of flour, usually unleavened **bannock**

Down
1. Rawhide soaked in resin. **babiche**
2. Being the first of its kind in a region; a first person. **aboriginal**
4. A traditional sacred ceremony performed within a Sweat Lodge **sweat**
6. Sweet and crunchy snack made when the stomach cape of a moose is rendered to remove fat and then dried. **crackling**
7. Mixture of dried lean meat and rendered fat, along with berries for flavouring. **pemmican**
9. A type of tobacco, given as an offering or used in spiritual rituals. **kinnickinnick**
11. A vegetable substance secreted by a tree, also known as tree gum or sap. **resin**